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Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible experience on the road. We use cookies to give
you the best possible experience on our site. By sticking around you are agreeing to our policy.
I agree. You never look like a douche when you are sitting on a Harley! I bought a used model a
few years back. It looks very much like the picture above. The only thing that bothers me about

it is the lack of information on the gauge. All you get is the odometer and the MPH. In fact, I took
parts off of it! Replaced the upgraded shifting pedal to the stock one and took the engine guard
off the front. But an upgrade to the gauge would be a worthy and needed change! My main
concern was how to install and how not to screw up the linking of the odometer information.
You have to link the new gauge to the bike and sync the data from the old one. Please use the
instructions that came with the gauge and use my guide as a reference. I am not responsible for
any damages you do to your equipment. I am just providing a reference. If you see any errors in
my information, please contact me using the contact page! Good luck and safe driving! Open
the access panel on the left side of the bike to gain access to the data link port and the fuse.
Take the fuse cover off see: the green fuse. Next, remove the rubber plug from the data sync
cable on the Harley. Take note of the key on the connector that goes into the gauge. It faces
downward. It synced that time. Took a couple seconds. Now we are going to install the newly
synced gauge. According to the instructions, the first thing you should do is remove the main
fuse the green fuse from the first step. Take the back plate off. Carefully remove the seal.
Disconnect the connector and carefully move the trip odometer button assembly to the side.
Carefully pull the gauge out from the top side and remove the seal. Clean the seals if they are
dirty with soap and water. The old gauge is free and now you can reverse the assembly process
with your new gauge. Center the gauge before you tighten it down. Put the black metal cover
back on because you are almost ready to goâ€¦ Turn the ignition back on and check out your
odometer reading. If you are successful you can go back to the instructions to see how to
customize your new gauge. If not, see the troubleshooting section in the instructions. I hope
this guide was helpful! You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using
your Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting
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email. Jumper data cable is installed. Ready for sync. Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this:
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thoughts here Email Required Name Required Website. By continuing to use this website, you
agree to their use. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy.
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items are subject to availability and prior sale by our dealers. Riding range estimates provided
following the SAE J and are based on expected performance of a fully-charged battery when
operated under specified conditions. Actual range will vary depending on riding habits, ambient
weather and equipment conditions. Financing offer is available only for up to a 60 month term.
Customer must take delivery by September 30, Potential government incentives are identified
for informational purposes only. Availability and eligibility vary, may change without notice and
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agency for details and eligibility requirements. Harley-Davidson gives you the best possible
experience on the road. We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our site. By
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